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Three Levels of Questions for Student Led Discussion
Instructions: Circle at least two (2) questions you would like to discuss. You may add additional questions as you
think of them.

Level One
Level Two
Why did the Giver What is the significance of the color
give away his pain red in The Giver?
to Jonas?
Why is there a Receiver of
What was the
Memory? If the people don’t know
Giver’s daughter’s about them, then why put the
name?
burden on one person instead of
just living without any idea of
Why was Jonas
memories?
chosen to
experience such
Why does the Community have to
painful and bad
be so strict – to the point of
memories?
basically no freedom?
Why does Lois
Lowry always
think about the
rivers?

Does the community need salvation
from the giver?
Why did Jonas save Lily along with
Gabriel?
Why is the Community so closed?
Could our community become like
theirs in the future?
How can people not see colors,
except for the Giver and Jonas?

Level Three
Why are people so mean?
How does music help with human
emotion?
When is it right to shelter someone from
pain, and not let them face it?
Why is it, as humans, we have a great
memory of something farther in our past
than things that are more recent?
Would you like to live in a world where
there was no pain? Explain.
Is a perfect world really perfect? Is it
possible to have a perfect world. Explain.
Does good always overcome evil?
Explain.
How many have to commit suicide, before
bullying stops?

Instructions: During our discussion, make sure you take notes about your own opinions and the opinions of your
classmates. Include both those who seem to agree with you and those who disagree.
Note the

topic, claim, and evidence.

I have a unique perspective and voice that is
worth sharing with others.

There are other perspectives that are also of
value and worth knowing.

